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TASKILLAN- A Validation Test Bed for Complex Performance Models
Christopher D. Wickens, John Flach, Arthur Kramer,
Kelly Harwood, and Gavan Lintern
University of Illinois
Institute of Aviation
Aviation Research Lab.
Abstract
of models of human learning and
In order to assess the validity
performance to real world aviation system design, a complex
computer-based helicopter flight simulation was designed. This
multi-task simulation, hosted on an IRIS visual graphics display
Its
relevance for the
system linked to an IBM AT, is described.
validity models of concurrent task interaction, of training, and of
navigation and spatial cognition is discussed.
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Introduction
Recent discussions in the human factors community have centered around
the relevance, or lack of relevance, of basic laboratory research in
engineering psychology to applied design problems in human factors (e.g.,
(Kantowitz, 1987).
As I have
Meister, 1987; Simon (1987), Wickens (1987),
both sides-discussed elsewhere (Wickens, 1987), it is probably true that
experimental psychologists and human factors designers--must accept some
portion of the blame for the hiatus between the two domains. Addressing the
gap from the engineer's standpoint, it is necessary for design engineers to
engineering psychologists
spend more time examining the basic theories that
have to offer, and assessing their potential relevance. Addressing the same
gap from the perspective of the basic researcher, it is necessary to design
of
test
theoretical
models at a level
and carry out experiments that
experimental control
complexity which is somewhat greater than the tight
Only when performance models can be shown
exerted in most laboratory studies.
to be valid in these environments can they, or should they, be trusted by the
design engineer.
is emphasized further by the very real
The need for such validation
potential for infusion of human performance models into the design process of
complex military aviation systems. Examples of this potential are the Army's
A31 program for advanced helicopter development (Corker et al., 1986), or the
A
Air Force's cockpit automation technology (CAT) program (McDaniel, 1986).
major concern is that certain assumptions underlying many of the models that
are being offered for such endeavors, have received little empirical
validation. This is a particular characteristic of the assumptions that are
made regarding the interaction between tasks in a multitask environment where
models such as HOS (Harris et al., 1987; Siegel & Wolf, 1969; Laughery et al.,
1986), PROCRU (Zacharias et al.,
1981), WINDEX (North, 1985), or the task
analysis methodology proposed for A31 (Corker et al., 1986), make assumptions
regarding the degree to which different activities can or cannot be performed
in parallel.
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On the one hand, many of the assumptions are plausible and so it might be
argued that any plausible model is better than no model at all.
On the other
hand however,
the models differ
radically
in the degree to which they
presuppose that parallel processing is possible. For example, PROCRU assumes
that it is not. Laughery et al.'s
adoptation of the Siegel and Wolf model
assumes it is possible within the constraints of a limited capacity system.
The model proposed by Corker et al. (1986) for the A 3 I program assumes that
parallel
processing is not only possible, but will be perfect if demands are
distributed
across four structural
channels.
North's (1985) WINDEX model
assumes computational interaction
between channels, adopting a multiple
resources approach (Wickens, 1984). We believe that the incremental value of
these models will be greatly enhanced to the extent that these assumptions are
critically
tested in a complex task flight
simulation.
The concern for evaluating models in complex task environments goes well
beyond models of multiple task performance. The research program that we
report, sponsored by NASA Ames Research Center, also addresses models of parttask training, of automaticity development, of spatial cognition, and of the
effects of automation, although the latter two will not be described in this
paper (but see Harwood, Barnett, & Wickens, in press).
A single helicopter simulation mission is used to evaluate the models,
and the use of a single simulation is based upon an important rationale. That
is,
that
it is too easy to configure specific
simulations differently
to
validate each model, tuning the simulations either consciously or
unconsciously in a way that will
make the model "look good."
The human
factors practitioner, however, is not given that luxury when asked to apply
his or her trade to system design. The system/mission requirements are
specified in advance, and the applicability of the model must be demonstrated
on a preexisting configuration of the system; not on one that is altered in a
way to make application of the model most suitable.
The TASKILLAN Simulation
TASKILLAN, which stands for task skill
analysis is a simulation, which
uses an IRIS visual graphics system configured with an IBM AT, to represent a
mission to navigate from a "home" to a target location where an operation is
carried out, and then to return to the home base.
The time-space
representation of the mission is shown in Figure 1; static representations of
the dynamic displays seen by the pilot
are shown in Figure 2.
The subject
"flies" the simulator with a two-axis joystick that controls pitch and roll,
along with a throttle that controls air speed. Altitude, and heading are the
first derivations of pitch and roll, respectively, while in accordance with
helicopter dynamics, air speed can be set to zero as the craft hovers. Flight
parameters may be monitored on the HUD shown in Figure 2.
As the mission is
flown, the subject first
traverses
over a known path, and then enters an
"unknown world" in which navigation is required from landmark to landmark:
critical landmarks are indicated by voice, by printed designations, or by
graphical paths or highlighting of objects represented on the AT-presented
electronic map. After flying for 10-15 minutes through the unknown world, the
pilot enters "Wall Street," a jumble of buildings, traversed at an altitude of
50 feet, well below the building tops. This environment simulates the absence
of a distant spatial perspective, an absence that is characteristic of nap of
the earth (NOE) helicopter
flight.
After emerging from Wall Street, the
subject stabilizes the helicopter to perform the mission objective--tracking
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and shooting at a series of evasive helicopters that traverse across the
display using semi-predictable maneuvers. During this phase, the stability of
the craft is reduced by introducing a positive feedback loop into the
The increased attention demands of the positive feedback
dynamics.
instability make the flight control task much more difficult; but this demand
may be eliminated by activation of an autopilot.
During the course of the mission, the primary task of flight control
may be disrupted by the appearance of
(stabilization and navigation),
discrete side tasks. Some of these are computational, involving either
arithmetic fuel calculations, or spatial target localization, while others
involve the detection and classification of multidimensional threat stimuli.
Still others involve schedulable "side tasks" or housekeeping chores. These
side tasks may vary in the modality in which they are presented, or in their
degree of demand (difficulty).
Models
Task Interaction: Multiple Resources. As noted above, current simulation
models of complex task performance make different assumptions regarding the
effect of task component load on total workload, the extent to which parallel
processing is possible, and the degree of structural interactions between task
channels (i.e., single vs. multiple resources, and the structuring of the
latter). Using TASKILLAN, we are generating a wealth of data from operators
we will be able to test the
in the time-sharing flight environment, from which
assumptions made by different models. Our particular interest focuses on
(1) the extent to which workload drives the dynamic
three issues:
rescheduling of task components, (2) the best way of extracting component task
demand estimates to predict complex task performance levels. We compare the
use of performance measures, expert opinion, subjective rating, or algorithmic
25
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models, (3) the degree of interaction between structurally different tasks;
whether these are best predicted 'by a multiple resouces -#roach
(Wickens,
1984; Wickens & Liu, 1988; North, 1985), by a "parallel
channels" approach
(Corker et al., 1986), or by an undifferentiated capacity approach (Laughery
et al., 1986). This issue is addressed in TASKILLAN by systematically varying
the code of processing (spatial/verbal), modality of display (auditory-visual)
of the side tasks, and by varying the demand levels of both the side tasks and
the primary flight ta--t--the latter as turbulence is introduced, and
increasingly difficult phases of the mission are flown.
Models of Training: Part-task and Automaticity. In spite of years of
research in the area, the issue of part-task vs. whole task training of
complex skills remains far from resolved (Wightman & Lintern, 1985). Part of
the lack of resolution stems from the absence of a theoretical basis or model
underlying those transfer studies that have been carried out in complex
environments, and the lack of complexity in those training studies that have
In a review of the literature,
Lintern and
been well-grounded in theory.
Wickens (1987) integrated the part-task training literature with attention
theory to draw the following tentative conclusions: Heavy attention demand of
component tasks will create an advantage for part-task training, but heavy
time-sharing necessary for their integration will produce a reverse force
favoring whole task training.
Furthermore, if part-task training is
undertake.,, Lintern and Wickens concluded that task components containing
perceptual and cognitive consistencies will benefit relatively more from the
focus of attention allowed by part-task training than would task components
that will not. Where such consistencies are absent, they concluded that a
task component will be better served by training within the whole task
configurations. The target acquisition phase of TASKILLAN in fact provides an
ideal test bed for examining these predictions because the demands of what
amounts to a four axis tracking task are quite extensive, while the two
components (target acquisition and stabilization) -do and do not, respectively,
contain cognitive consistencies. Thus the theory predicts that target
acquisition, but not stabilization, will benefit from part-task training. Our
research results support the hypothesis of greater advantage for part task
training of consistent tasks, but they also point to an overall advantage for
whole task training in order to acquire the necessary time-sharing skills
(Connelly et al., 1987)
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A second theoretical approach to training, also tied to theories of
attention, is automaticity theory (Schneider, 1985), a view which proposes
that automaticity will develop to the extent that a task contains consistent
mappings between its stimuli, or rules, and its responses. The TASKILLAN
environment allows us to identify those components in which consistent mapping
does take place and single them out for extensive part-task training, to
determine if thisa procedure provides more efficient training than part-task
training of varied mapping components. Our task analysis has identified
threat identification as the logical candidate for consistent mapping, and our
research program has pursued part-task training of this component task. In
particular, we have examined the degree to which rules which may be
consistently applied to categorizing targets as hostile threats, or friendly
aircraft, can be trained to a level of automaticity, in order that those rules
may be applied to target identification with minimal resource demand in the
whole task simulation.
In summary, according to

a task and skill analysis, the TASKILLAN
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scenario provides a rich environment in which many of the basic principles and
models of information processing should be manifest. But how important these
principles may be, when surrounded by the other information processing
complexities of the flight simulation remains an important question that must
oe addressed by empirical aata. Only in this
way, can the utility
of those
models to the human factors designer be realized.
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